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ABSTRACT
The United States Training and Employment Service

General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB) , first published in 1947, has
been included in a continuing program of research to validate the
tests against success in many different occupations. The GATE
consists of 12 tests which measure nine aptitudes: General Lizt.arning
Ability; Verbal Aptitude; Numerical Aptitude; Spatial Aptitude; Form
Perception; Clerical Perception; Motor Coordination; Finger
Dexterity; and Manual Dexterity. The aptitude scores are standard
scores with 100 as the average for the general working population,
and a standard deviation of 20. Occupational norms are established in
terms of minimum qualifying scores for each of the significant
aptitude measures which, when combined, predict job performance.
Cutting scores are set only for those aptitudes which aid in
predicting the performance of the job duties of the experimental
sample. The GATB norms described are_appropriate only for jobs with
content similar to that shown in the job description presented in
this report. A description of the validation sample and a personnel
evaluation form are also included. (AG)
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FOREWORD

The United States Training and Employment Service General Aptitude
Test Battery (GATB) was first published in 1947. Since that time the
GATB has been included in a continuing program of research to
validate the tests against success in many different occupations .
Because of its extensive research base the GATB has come to be
recognized as the best validated multiple aptitude test battery in
existence for use in vocational guidance.

The GATB consists of 12 tests which measure 9 aptitudes: General
Learning Ability, Verbal Aptitude, Numerical Aptitude, Spatial
Aptitude, Form Perception, Clerical Perception, Motor Coordination,
Finger Dexterity, and Manual Dexterity. The aptitude scores are
standard scores with 100 as the average for the general working
population, with a standard deviation of 20.

Occupational norms are established in terms of minimum qualifying
scores for each of the significant aptitude measur3s which, in
combination, predict job performance. For any given occupation,
cutting scores are set only for those aptitudes which contribute
to the prediction of performance of the job duties of the experimental
sample. It is important to recognize that another job might have
the same job title but the job content might not be similar. The GATB
norms described in this report are appropriate for use only for jobs
with content similar to that shown in the job description included
in this report.
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DEVELOPmEtIT O7 USTES APTITUDE TEST BATTERY

PrAT TRERTER (heat treat.) T. 5044.782 ..026

BEAT TREATER (heat treat.) II 504.782-030
S-401 R

This renort describes research undertaken for the ournose of developing
neneral Aptitude Test Battery (rIATB) norms for the occupation of rest
Treater. The following norms were established:

CATB Aptitudes '4inirnum Acceptable

(ATB Scores

p_rorm Perception
0-Clerical Perception
m-manual Dexterity 70

RECEARCIT StrroARy

Sample

78 male workers employed as Heat Treaters.
This study was conducted prior to the requirement of providing minority
group information. Therefore, minority group status is unknown.

C,riterion

Supervisory ratings

Design

Concurrent (test and criterion data were collecteci at approximately
the same. time)

Minimum ap'citude requirements were determined on the basis of a job
analysis and statistical analyses of aptitude mean scores, standard
deviations, aptitude-criterion correlations and selective efficiencies.

Concurrent Validity

Phi coefficient go .37 (P/2 less than .0005)

Effectiveness of Norms

Only 64% of the non-test-selected -corkers used for this study were
good workers; if the workers had been test-selected with the above
norms, 81% would have been good workers. Thirty-six percent of the
non-test-selected workers used for this study 47ere noor Toor knrc ; if

the workers had been test-selected with the above norms, only 147.
would have been poor workers. The effectiveness of the norms is
shown graphically in Table 1:
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TABLE I

Effectiveness of Norms

Without Tests

Good Workers
Poor Workers

SAM'LE DESCRIPTION

Size,

N 78

Occupational Status

Employed workers

Work Settincl,

Metlab Company
Pittsburgh Commercial Heat & Treatine Co.
Metal Treating Company
Vac-Hyd Processing Corporation
National Heat Treating Company
Downey Heat Treating Company, inc.
Doming Heat Treating Company
Houston Heat Treating Company
Lone Star Heat Treating Corporation
Perzy Heat Treat Inc.
Superior Heat Treating Company
United Heat TreatinR Company
Commonwealth industries Inc.
Dayton Forging and Heat Treating Company
Commerical industrial and Heat Treating Co.

Employer Selection Requirements

With Tests

64% 81%
36% 19%

Philadelphia, Penna.
Pittsburgh, Penna.
Pittsburgh, Penna.
Torrance, California
Inglewood and Anaheim, California
Downey and Anaheim, California
Dallas, Texas
Houston, Texas
Houston, Texas
Grand Prairie, Texas
Fort Worth, Texas
Fort Worth, Texas
Detroit, Michigan
Davton, Ohio
Ohio

Education: None except Pittsburgh Commerdial Heat Treating Company
requires high school or vocational school graduation.

Previous Experience: None

Tests: The Metlab Company gives the Wonderlic and Bennett Mechanical
Comprehensive Test but does not use these testa to determine
selection; the Commonwealth industries inc. se-onle was pre-
screened with the Wonderlic Personnel Test.

Other: Personal interview for all employers, physical exams for some

employers.
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Principal Activities:

The job duties of each worker are comparable to those shown in the
job description in the Appendix.

Minimum Experience:

All workers had at least two months total lob experience.

TABLE 2

means, Ftandard Deviations (SD), Rannes and Pearson
Product moment Correlations with the Criterion (r) for

Are, Education and Exnerience

moan SD Panne

Age (years) 37.6 ln. 9 11 - 60 -.17.4

Education (years) ln.51 2.3 A - 17 ,1sn
Experience (months) 122.? 93,n. 2 - 355 -.MP,

EXPERIMENTAL TEFT BATTERv

All 12 tests of the GATB, B-1002B, were administered during the period from
maly 1966 to February 1967,

CRITERION

The criterion data consisted of suneryisory ratings of job nroficiency
made at approximately the gamer time as test datd were collected.

Patine Scale:

Form SP-21 "Descriptive Rating Scale." This scale consists
of nine items covering different aspects of job performance.
Each item has five alternatives corresnondinn to different deqrepp
of job proficiency. A cony of this form Is shown in the Aprendix.

Reliability:

Since only 56 second ratings were obtained, an estimate of reliahilit./
between the two ratings was made. The correlation of .91 indicated
satisfactory reliability. The final criterion consisted of the first
ratings,

Criterion Score Distribution:

Possible Range: 9 - 45
Actual Range: 15 - 4
Mean: 344
Standard:

Deviation 7.2



Criterion Dichotomy :

The criterion distribution was dichotomized into low and 1110,
groups by placing 36% of the samnle in the low groun to corresnond
with the percentage of workers considered unsatisfactory or marginal.
*Jorkers in the high group were designated as "flood workers" and those
in the low group as "poor worl-.ers." The criterion critical score. is 29.

APTT.TIMES CONSTDERED FOR TNCLTTSTflN TN TIM N^BmS

Aptitudes were considered for inclusion in the norms on the basis of a
qualitative analysis of job duties involve.d and a statistical analyses
of test and criterion data. Aptitude M, which does not have a signifi-
cant correlation with the criterion was considered for inclusion in the
norms because the qualitative analysis indicated that: it was innortant
for the job duties and the sample had a relatively high mean scorn on
this aptitudes With employed workers, a relatively high mean score may
mean that some sample pre-selection has taken place. Tables 3, 4 11'1,1
5 show the results of the nualitative and statistical analyses.

TABLE 3

ualltatiVe Analysis
(Based on the job analysis, the aptitudes indicated

appear to he important to the work nerformed)

Aptitude Rationale

(- General Learning Ability

P-T'orm Perception

Q- C1.erical Perception

`f-Yanual Dexterity

Makes decisions concerning nroper
methods and technimies to use in hriat
treating, a variety of metals

Inspects process worlf to determine if
it is acceptable

Studies work order to ascertain
nrocessing instructions

Turns dials and valves to control
operations

7
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TABLE 4

Means, Standard Deviations (SD) and Pearson Product-
Moment Correlations with the Criterion (r) for the

Aptitudes of the GATB

Mean SD Range r

G - General Learning Ability 87.5 20.8 49-149 .274*

V - Verbal Aptitude 89.0 17.3 63-143 .209

N - Numerical Aptitude 81.8 24.4 36-149 .215

S - Spatial Aptitude 93.14 20.6 55 -130 .298**

P - Form Perception 90.5 22.7 30-137 .257*

Q - Clerical Perception 98.8 18.3 68-170 .328**

K - Motor Coordination 91.2 21.6 39-140 .197

F - Finger Dexterity 87.0 21.9 12-141 .289*

M - Manual Dexterity 100.3 24.0 15-164 .161

* Significant at the .05 level
** Significant at the .01 level

TABLE 5

Summary of Qualitative and Quantitative Data

Type of Evidence Aptitudes
G VN SPQKF M

Job Analysis Data

Important X X X

Irrelevant

Relatively High !lean X X X

Relatively Low Standard Dev.
Significant Correlation

_ with Criterion X X X X X

Aptitudes to be Considered
for Trial Norms G S P Q F N
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DEVTATION AND VALT.DTTY OF NORYS

Final norms were derived on the basis of R comparison of the degree to

which trial norms consisting of various combinations of Aptitudes C, S,
P, Q, r and 71 at trial. cutting scores *sere able to differentiate between
the 64% of the sample considered Rood workers end the 36% of the sample
considered poor workers. Thiel cutting, scores at five noint intervals
approximately one standard deviation below the mean are tried because
this will eliminate about one-third of the sample with threepantitude
norms, For two-aptitude trial norms, minimum cutting scores of slightly
higher than one standard deviaton below the mean will eliminate about
one-third of the Ramie; for four-aptitude trial norms, cutting scores
of slightly lower thiln one standard deviation below the mean Will eliminate
about one-third of the sample. The phi. coefficient was used as a basis

for compaatng trial norms. Norms of P-Rn, (1-qn and 14-70 provided

optimum differentialicn for the occunatinn of Heat Treater. 'The validity

of these norms in shown in Table 6 and is indicated by a pit Cnefficicent
of .37 (statistically significant at the .0005 level.)

TABLE 6

Concurrent Validity of Test Norms
P-80, Q-90, and M-70

Nonqual ify1np, Quo]. ifyinp

Test Scores Test Scores Total

good Workers 15 35 50

Poor Workers 20 8 28

Total 35 43 78

T'hi coefficient .8 .37 Chi square (X;) 10.8
Significance level P/2 less than .00n5

DETEIVINATION OF OCCUPATIONAL APTTTUDE PATTERN

The data for this study did not meet the renuire.ments for incorporating
the occupation studied into OAP-52 which is shown in the 1970 edition of
Section II of the Manual for the General Aptitude Test Battery. A Phi
Coefficient of .29 is obtained with the OAP-52 noon of P-80, Q-90, M-80.

r
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RATING sum FOR

A-P-P-E-N-D-I-X

Dis'SCRIETIVE RATING SCALE
(For Aptitude Teat Development Studies)

Score

D. 0. T. Title and Code

Directions: Please read FormSP-20,"Suggestione to Raters", and then fill in
the items listed below. In making your ratings, only one box
should be checked for each question.

Name of Worker (print)

Sex: Male Female

Company Job Title:

(Lastr

How often do you nee this worker in a work situation?

See him at work all the tine.

See his at work several times a day.

LI See him at work several tines a week.

L:7 Seldom see him in work situation.

How long have you worked with him?

Under one month.

L. One to two months.

Li Three to five months.

LI Six months or more.
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A. How much work can he get done? (Worker's ability to make efficient use of
his time and to work at high speed.)

/.= 1. Capable of very low work output. Can perform only at an unsatis-
factory pace.

L:7 2. Capable of low work output. Can perform at a blow pace.

3. Capable of fair work output. Can perform at an acceptable but not
a fast pace.

L./ 4. Capable of high work output. Can perform at a fast pace.

2:77 5. Capable of very high work output. Can perform at an unusually fast
pace.

B. How good is the quality of his work? (Worker's ability to do high-grade work
which meets quality standards.)

1. Performance is inferior and almost never meets minimum quality
standards.

2.1 2. The grade of his work could stand improvement. Performance is usually
acceptable but somewhat inferior in quality.

1..j 3. Performance is acceptable but usually not superior in quality.

Li 4. Performances is usually superior in quality.

7 5. Performance is almost always of the highest quality.

C. How accurate is he in hie work? (Worker's ability to avoid making mistakes.)

2:7 1. Makes very many mistakes. Work needs . constant checking.

L:7 2. Makes frequent mistakes. Work needs more checking than is desirable.

3. Makes mistakes occasionally. Work needs only normal checking.

E7 4. Makes few mistakes. Work seldom needs checking.

U 5. Rarely makes a mistake. Work almost never needs checking'

11

1
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D. How much does he know about his job? (Worker's understanding of the principles,
equipment, materials and methods that have to do directly or indirectly with
his work.).

2:7 1. Has very limited knowledge. Does not know enough to do his job
adequately.

L:7 2. Has little knowledge. Kr9ws enough to "get by."

L.2 3. Has moderate amount of knowledge. Knows enough to do fair work.a 4. Has broad knowledge. Knows enough to do good work.

E7 5. Has complete knowledge. Knows his job thoroughly.

E. How much aptitude or facility does he have for this kind of work? (Worker's
adeptness or knack for performing his job easily and well.)

1. Has great difficulty doing his job. Not at all suited to this kind
of work.

L:7 2. Usually has some difficulty doing his job. Not too well suited to
this kind of work.

Does his job without too much difficulty. Fairly well suited to this
kind of work.

D 4. Usually does his job without difficulty. Well suited to this kind
of work.a 5. Does his job with great ease. Exceptionally well suited for this
kind of work.

P. How large a variety of job duties can he perform efficiently? (Worker's
ability to handle several different operations in his work.)

1. Cannot perform different operations adequately.

L:7 2. Can perform a limited number of different operations efficiently.

Li 3. Can perform several different operations with reasonable efficienoy.

E7 4. Can perform many different operations efficiently.

AC:7 5. Can perform an unusually large variety of different operations
efficiently.

4
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G. How resourceful is he when something different comes up or something out of
the ordinary occurs? (Worker's ability to apply what he already knows to a
new situation.)

7 1. Almost never is able to figure out what to do. Needs help on even
minor problems.

L=7 2. Often has difficulty handling new situations. Needs help on all but
simple problems.

L7 3. Sometimes knows what to do, sometimes doesn't. Can deal with problems
that are not too complex.

Z...7 4. Usually able to handle new situations. Needs help on only complex
problems.

Z:=7 5. Practically eleaye figures out what to do himself. Rarely needs
help, even on complex problems.

H. How many practical suggestions does he make for doing things in better ways?
(Worker's ability to improve work methods.)

2:71. Sticks strictly with the routine. Contributes nothing in the way
of practical suggestions.

1.7 2. Slow to see new ways to improve methods. Contributes few practical

suggestions.

2:7 3. Neither quick nor slow to see new ways to improve methods. Contributes
some practical suggestions.

2:,/ 4. Quick to see new ways to improve methods. Contributes more than his

share of practical, suggestions.

5. Extremely alert to see new ways to improve methods. Contributes an

unusually large number of practical suggestions.

I. Considering all the factors already rated, and on these factors, how acceptable

is his work? (Worker's "allaround" ability to do his job.)

L7 1. Would be better off without him. Performance usually not acceptable.

1.7 2. Of limited value to the organization. Performance somewhat inferior.

L./ 3. A fairly proficient worker. Performance generally acceptable.

U 4. A valuable worker. Performance usually superior.

E7. An unusually competent worker. Performance almost always top notch.

13
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Job Titles

1111.11

PACT SHEET

Heat Treater (heat treat.) 1 504.782_ -02A
Heat Treater (heat treat.) II 504.782-030

Job Summary - Heat Treater I

Alters physical and chemical properties of metal objects-,
determining heating and cooling processes to harden, anneal)
caseharden or normalize the metal.

S-401 R 11

Work Performed - Heat Treater T

1. Determines heating and cooling Arocess: Receives lob process and
quality control card from supervisor and tieing it as guide determines
heating and cooling processes required to treat metal. Selects proper
furnace and quenching equipment to use in order to comply with specifi-
cations and job processes set forth on control card. IlaMi heat - treating

charts, knowledge of heat-treating methods and equipment and properties
of metal to determine temperature, time of heating cycle and type and
temperature of quenching medium.

2. Places parts in furnace: Loads parts or metal objects into furnace,
using tongs, grappling hooks or overhead hoist or places parts on racks,
trays or in baskets using conveyor to move them into furnace.

3. Adjusts furnace temperature: Lights furnace and regulates heat by
adjusting control valves or 'witches to being furnace to required tem-
perature and to control the amount of fuel and compressed air injected
into furnace. Observes pyrometer (heat indicator and controller) to
determine that furnace is operating at required temperature level.

4. Removes from furnace: Lifts parts or metal object from furnace using
tongs or grappling hooks of various sizes and shapes after specified
temperature has been reached as indicated on pyrometer. Large parts
are handled with assistance of behbr workers or by using overhead
hoist. Parts are transferred to quenching media automatically in
automatic furnaces.

5. Ragulatesquenchine equipment: Maintains quenching baths at epecified
temperatures by turning fuel control valves or regulating rate of
circulating liquid through cooling system.

6. Quenches parts: Submerges parts in quenching media such as oil, water
or brine by using tongs or grappling hooks of various sizes and shapes
depending on type of objects handled. Lifts parts from quenching liquid
after specified cooling time using tongs and grappling hooks. Carries
parts to area in shop where they will be cleaned, checked for flaws or
tested for hardness as required.

7. Examines parts for conformity: Inspects processed parts visually and

with magnaflux equipment to assure conformity to specifications. Tests

metal objects to determine degree of hardness using Brinnell or Rockwell

testing devices.

8. Repairs pyrometers, furnaces, quenching tanks and related equipment

used in heat treating process.
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9. Posts work performed on job control card: Fills in job process and
quality control card for all operations performed in the heat treating
process,. describing the work done, recording time required to do work
and any changes made in heat treating operations.

Job.Simmary - Heat Treater

Alters physical and chemical properties of metal objects to import
desired tensile strength, following specified heating and cooling

processes.

Work Performed - Neat Treater II

Sets up furnace and metal object to he nrocessed. Rends work order to
ascertain tyre of furnace, temperature cycles, type and temperature of
quench and type of hardness test to emnlov. Determines type of work
holding fixture, jig or basket needed for nositioning by studying size
and shape of object or consults with foreman. Attaches hooks or chain

to object and overhead crane. Operates overhead crane bv nressing
control panel buttons by hand to position object in fixture, jig or
basket. Positinns small objects in basket manually; positions object
In basket frequently by wiring to enable even heat distribution.
Presses switch to start and control conveyor or hoist to transfer
basket of objects or individual object to furnace for processine.

Controls heating and cooling of metal objects to chance physical
pronerties. Turns knobs to set gauges and timer to control temneratute
and exnosure time In the furnace. Observes gauRes and turns valves to
regulate flow of carbon into furnace as required by hardness snecifi-
cations. Quenches heated parts in oil, Air or water as snecified to
control hardness. Repeats heatinp and cooling cycle as renutred.

Removes objects from furnace and controls wareing. Presses twitch to

start, stop and control conveyor or hoist to remove baslet or indIviduel
objects from furnace. Requests Inspector to test processed objects to
determine if they weetstated snecifications. PerrocesseR objects to
bring hardness within designated tolerances by altering heating or

cooling cycle. Arranges objects in one of a varlet" of tension devices
to prevent warping during the cooling etave.

Fills in job process and quality control card completely and accurately
for all operations performed describing the woe: done, recording, the
time required to do the work and noting elanees made in heat treating

operations.

Effectiveness of Norms

Only 64% of the non-test-selected workers used For this study were enod
workers; if the orkers had been test - selected with the 51-401Rnorme, 817
would have been good workers. Thirty -six percent of thn non-test-selected
workers used for this study were poor workers: if the workers had been
test-selected "pith the S-401Rnorme, only 19% would 'lave been poor workers.

Applicability of S-401RNorms

The aptitude test battery is annlicable to jobs which include a majority

of duties described above.

115 GPO 898.617
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